
Heat sensitivity can be a difficult symptom for 
an active child or teen. We’ve helped kids with 
seizure disorders, ichthyosis, Dravet syndrome, 
Down syndrome, multiple sclerosis and other 
chronic medical conditions beat the heat.

Polar’s cooling vests for toddlers, kids and teens 
use reusable, lightweight and non-toxic cooling 
packs that cool at a safe and comfortable 
temperature of 58 degrees Fahrenheit.

Learn more about our company and products at 
WWW.POLARPRODUCTS.COM.

from Polar Products Inc.

Polar Products Inc. is a leading worldwide manufacturer of high-quality, effective 
and affordable body cooling products for people of all ages with heat-sensitivity. 
Learn more about our company and products at www.polarproducts.com.

“This is Harmonie, my 2-year-old with epilepsy. She 
would have to enjoy her summers indoors if she 
didn’t have this wonderful cooling vest. She is able to 
play outside without a care in the world. Thank you 
so much for your extremely fast shipping and the 
amazing and kind service!”  – T.A.

PEDIATRIC Body Cooling

LET THEM PLAY!

“My son has a chromosomal abnormality that makes it 
difficult for him to regulate his body temperature. With your 
Cool Kids™ Cooling Vest, he is able to do so much more 

without becoming fatigued or over heated! Thank you!” 
– Jennifer

COMFORTABLE • REUSABLE • SAFE • EFFECTIVE

“This Cool Kids™ Toddler Cooling Vest is a true lifesaver for 
my daughter. She has a skin condition called Ichthyosis 
that prevents her from sweating and regulating her body 
temperature. With this vest she is able to attend recess 
and PE with her friends at school and participate in other 
outdoor activities. The cooling packs stay cool for a long 
time in 80 degree weather.” – C. in Texas



FROM EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES...
“My 12-year-old son loves his Cool58® vest. It is easy for him to use. He 

wore it under his life jacket on the boat and I think he was the most 
comfortable one of us. I can tell that it helped him not be fatigued 
as much and he didn’t sweat like he normally would. That was 
a huge help in keeping him hydrated. He said, “I know this will 
make me feel better when I am out and during band camp too.” 
You have no idea how much this will improve his quality of life. 

My 3-year-old is wearing his toddler vest with his tube feed pump 
on over the vest. I think it’s awesome he can wear his tube feed 
pump and life vest with his cooling vest on. 

We are so grateful for our Polar cooling garments. It has truly 
been a blessing. I have so many wonderful memories we have 
built this summer because my kids are more comfortable and I 

don’t have to worry about the heat affecting them as much.”
– A. in Ohio

INFANT TODDLER CHILD

COOLING STROLLER SEAT COOL KIDS™ TODDLER VEST COOL KIDS™ VEST & NECK WRAP

GROW WITH POLAR PRODUCTS



FROM EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES... ...TO MAGICAL ADVENTURES!
“As if having epilepsy and an extremely rare brain disorder were 
not enough to overcome in life, Kaylee doesn’t sweat due to a 
combination of her epilepsy medications and brain disorder. This 
makes even being in a hot room too much for her, placing her at 
risk of overheating and reducing her seizure threshold. 

Imagine Disney in June! Well, thanks to the Cool Kids™ Toddler 
Cooling Vest from Polar Products we not only imagined, we 
conquered. Whether it was meeting some of her favorite 
princesses, hanging out with her family, or even riding roller 
coasters, her cooling vest was there! Easy refreezing with only 
ice and water made keeping her cool a piece of cake! Armed 
with an extra set of cool packs and the amazing flexibility to 
provide free ice water at Disney, we came, we saw, and we did 
everything that other peers her age can do! Thanks so much for 
such an awesome product!!” – G. in Kentucky

TWEEN TEEN YOUNG ADULT

SECRETS TORSO COOLING WRAP COOL TEENS™ COOLING VEST FASHION COOLING VEST
(STYLES AVAILABLE FOR GIRLS AND GUYS!)

We have pediatric body cooling apparel and accessories in sizes from infant to young adult!

Visit WWW.POLARPRODUCTS.COM to see all sizes, colors and styles for each unique individual.



COOLING NECK WRAPS AND SCARVES
We offer the most diverse selection of cooling 
neck wraps. Choose a neck wrap to match 
your unique style and individual needs!

COOL58® PHASE CHANGE HATS
Recharge quickly in ice water and keep cool 
on-the-go! Baseball cap and bucket hat 
available in black, blue, light blue, pink, and 
khaki. Straw hat also available.

POLAR PUP™ COOLING VEST
We keep the family pet cool too!

ADJUSTABLE AND FASHION COOLING VESTS
Lightweight cooling pack vests for men 
and women are designed to cool in any 
environment, under and over clothing. 

POLAR Products Inc. 3380 Cavalier Trail • Stow, OH 44224 
Phone: 800.763.8423 • Fax: 330.253.4233 • E-mail: polar@polarproducts.com
See all of our body cooling and therapy products at www.polarproducts.com. @polarproducts

COOLING for the entire family
Don’t let the heat put a damper on summer fun! Visit www.polarproducts.com to learn more 
and shop our full body cooling product line.

Everyone is unique. It is important for your clients to choose the right type of 
cooling garments to meet their unique needs. Our informational materials 
can help your clients make informed choices about body cooling.

There is no “one size fits all” choice for body cooling. We are happy to send 
sample vests and accessories to your clinic or organization for your clients to 
see first-hand. Qualifying clinics and organizations: fax or e-mail the order form 
inside to request educational literature for your clients and FREE cooling vests for demonstration! 

NOW AVAILABLE IN SPANISH! La literatura educativa gratuita de Polar ya está 
disponible en español. ¡Consiga la suya hoy junto con una muestra gratis!

FREE EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE

FREE PRODUCT SAMPLES FOR 
DEMONSTRATION & RESEARCH STUDIES

BASEBALL CAP WITH 
PHASE CHANGE INSERT

FASHION COOLING 
SCARVES

POLAR PUP™ VEST

FASHION COOLING VESTWRIST WRAPS

“I have been training horses and teaching riding 
lessons for almost 40 years, and the heat of the 
summer gets harder to take as I get older. I am so 
thankful for the cooling vest, neck wrap, and wrist 
wraps that allow me to continue working with horses 
in the stifling heat and humidity.”  –  A. in Missouri


